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The Climate Assets Balanced Fund and Climate Assets Growth Fund may be collectively
referred to as the “Climate Assets Funds”.
The Climate Assets Balanced Fund and Climate Assets Growth Fund are sub-funds of
The Sun Portfolio Fund (FCA Registered Fund Number 504474).
Thesis Unit Trust Management Limited (“Tutman”) is the Authorised Corporate Director
of the Funds.
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Introducing the
Climate Assets Funds
As an investor you don’t
need to compromise on returns
when investing sustainably.
The Climate Assets Funds,
Climate Assets Balanced and
Climate Assets Growth, aim to
improve our environment and make
a positive sustainability impact.
The Funds focus on investment
opportunities that arise from
companies providing solutions
to improve resilience to climate
change and healthcare challenges.

Proven track record
Pioneers in sustainable investment
with a track record of strong
returns over more than a decade.

Thematic approach through
multi-asset allocation
A diversified portfolio providing
solutions to the economic and
environmental challenges of
climate change and demographics.

Sustainable investing expertise
Access to an experienced team with
specialist expertise in sustainable,
ethical and responsible investment.

Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance.

We decided to launch the
Climate Assets Balanced
Fund in 2010 as we could not
find a well-managed multiasset fund with a focus on
solutions to the challenges
of climate change and
demographics.

Increased investor
awareness of climate change
and demand for a growth
strategy led us to launch the
Climate Assets Growth Fund,
using the same tried and
tested approach but with
a higher equity content.

Claudia Quiroz

Caroline Langley

Head of Sustainable Investment

Deputy Fund Manager
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Unique investment
philosophy
To be considered for inclusion
in the Climate Assets Funds,
companies must offer solutions to
the global and emerging challenge
of delivering ‘more with less’ for a
rapidly growing population with a
low carbon footprint.

Clean energy

There are five positive investment
themes at the heart of the stock
selection process:

Agriculture Supplies,
Food Packaging, Food
Testing & Safety

Renewable Energy, Electric
Vehicles, Public Transport,
Efficient Heating & Cooling

Food

Health

Vaccines, Diagnostics,
Medical Technology,
Healthcare Equipment

Resource efficiency

Recycling & Waste, Safety &
Protection, Lighter Materials,
Waste to Energy

Water

Water Technology &
Infrastructure, Desalination,
Efficient Pumps, Smart
Metering
Companies are only
selected if they offer
solutions to ongoing
problems and challenges
aligned with these themes.
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Negative criteria
Meeting clients’ ethical values
Avoiding companies generating revenue from controversial sectors of the economy.
We consider both strategic revenue and materiality.

Adult content

Gambling

Alcohol

Human rights

Environment

Military

Factory farming

Nuclear

Fossil fuels

Tobacco

Companies involved in the
production or distribution of
pornographic material.

Companies whose primary
activity is the manufacture or
sale of alcoholic drinks.

Companies will be excluded
where their activities have
a significant negative
environmental impact, such
as mining and chemical
manufacture.

Companies involved in the
rearing of animals in intensive
conditions.

Companies involved in the
exploration and production
of fossil fuels, including natural
gas, oil and coal.

Companies whose primary
activity is the operation of
gambling facilities.

Companies where there is
evidence that operations,
knowingly or unintentionally,
cause or contribute to the
abuse of human rights.

Companies that manufacture
or sell weapons or weapon
systems, or provide strategic
components or services
specifically for military use.

Companies that are involved
in the generation of nuclear
power, or provide nuclear
services to the military.

Companies whose primary
activity is the production
or manufacture of tobacco
products.
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Robust investment process
Quilter Cheviot’s team of sustainable
investment specialists actively invest
across asset classes according to
economic and market conditions.

This multi-asset investment
approach helps to reduce the
volatility of returns over the longer
term without compromising the
income that is generated.

Asset Allocation
The Funds reflect Quilter Cheviot’s
house views on asset class
allocation according to either a
balanced or growth risk profile
Regional Allocation

ESG factor integration
and Stock List
Recommendations

The Sustainable Investment team
draw on:
- In-house research by
dedicated analysts
- Management meetings
- Broker research

The Sustainable Investment team
overlay the positive and negative
criteria
Climate Assets
Investable Universe
Stock selection and
investment timing is driven
by valuation metrics
Climate Assets
Stock Selection

=
Climate Assets Funds

Oversight of the Funds’ strategy
is provided by the Quilter Cheviot
Chief Investment Strategist
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Stock selection journey
– Quilter Cheviot’s large research team of 24 analysts identify attractive
investments based on in-depth analysis, face-to-face meetings with
company management and detailed due diligence.
– Our analysts undertake qualitative analysis of the challenges and
opportunities associated with environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors, and overlay this with quantitative data analysis. Data is
sourced from multiple external providers and presented within sector
specific dashboards to highlight the most important factors.
– The Sustainable Investment team review analyst approved investments
and assess if they materially contribute to one or more of the five
positive themes and the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
– The team also check the exclusions are met by screening potential
investments against the negative criteria using the services of a third
party research provider, Ethical Screening.

Stage One
The Business
Is the company an attractive
investment opportunity?
What are the ESG
related risks and
opportunities?

Stage Two
Positive Criteria
Does the company
meaningfully contribute
to any of the five themes?
Is this supported by
revenue alignment to
any UN SDGs?

Stage Three
Negative Criteria
Does the company breach
any of the negative criteria?
Is this supported by
research from the third party
research provider?
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Making a measurable
difference
The Climate Assets Funds’ equity
investments collectively make a
positive contribution to 15 of the
United Nations’ 17 SDGs. These
goals are a call for action by all
countries – poor, rich and middleincome – to promote prosperity
while protecting the planet.

Over 75%1 of the revenue
generated by companies
held in the Climate Assets
Balanced and Growth
Funds is aligned with
15 UN SDGs.
Source: Quilter Cheviot research supported
by Ethical Screening as at 30 June 2022.

This includes all equity and corporate bonds, as well as alternative investments. Sovereign debt
and cash were excluded from the calculation.
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Driving sustainable outcomes
through investment

Thermo Fisher Scientific
North American Medical Equipment Manufacturer
Investment Theme: Health
The company manufactures laboratory instruments, equipment and
software that contribute to the discovery and development of vaccines
and medicines.
SDG 3: It makes an impact by ensuring healthy lives and promoting
well-being for all ages.

EDP Renewables
Portuguese Renewable Energy Manufacture and Operator
Investment Theme: Clean Energy
The company develops and generates renewable energy contributing to the
target to substantially increase the share of renewable energy in the global
energy mix.
SDG 7: It makes an impact by ensuring access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all.

Daiseki
Japanese Waste Disposal Service Provider
Investment Theme: Resource Efficiency
The company treats and recycles industrial waste. It processes waste oil
which helps to reduce demand for fossil fuels.
SDG 12: It makes an impact by ensuring sustainable consumption and
production patterns.

Please note: any security shown is for illustrative purpose only and may not be held within the current Climate
Assets Funds.
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Responsible Investment
at Quilter Cheviot
Our Responsible Investment team has overall responsibility for our active
ownership work (including engagement and voting) as well as industry
collaborations. They work with our analysts to continually enhance our
ESG integration approach and drive our quantitative ESG data frameworks.
The team also focuses on strategic and regulatory developments.

Stewardship
Our stewardship activities include monitoring and engaging with
companies on environmental, social and governance issues. Examples
of engagement topics include executive remuneration, capital structure,
diversity, climate disclosures, climate lobbying and supply chains.

Engagement - Our analysts
engage in purposeful dialogue
with companies on key issues.
We express our views and protect
our clients’ interests through
direct engagement with company
management.

Voting - We vote on all the UK,
US and European holdings within
the Climate Assets Funds. We use
a third-party voting service provider
to facilitate this process. Voting
decisions are a reflection of our
considered views.

ESG screening
The managers of the Climate Assets Funds incorporate both positive and
negative screens into their investment philosophy.

ESG integration
This is the explicit and systematic inclusion of ESG issues in investment
analysis and decisions to better manage risks and safeguard returns
for clients.
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Actively engaged ownership
2022 engagement examples
Environmental
Engaged for
an update on
sustainability
strategy

We received a positive
update on progress
with enhancing
sustainability targets
and thresholds
including a net
zero plan

Raised concerns
on supply chain
management and
executive pay relative
to the workforce

We encouraged Aptiv
to make more specific
information available
and are scheduling
follow-up engagement

Raised concerns on
the independence of
a board member

Following our
engagement,
we voted in favour
of election

Social

Governance

We care that investors in the Climate
Assets Funds ‘make a difference’ by
investing in companies that contribute
meaningful positive impact.
Toby Rowe
Sustainable Investment Specialist
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Climate Assets Funds
Climate Assets
Balanced Fund

Climate Assets
Growth Fund

Investment objective

Capital Growth
& Income

Capital Growth

Positive investment
themes

Clean Energy, Food,
Health, Resource
Efficiency & Water

Clean Energy, Food,
Health, Resource
Efficiency & Water

Equity content

60% to 75%

75% to 95%

Time frame

5 years or more

5 years or more

Benchmark*

Investment Association
Mixed Investments
40%-85% shares

Investment Association
Global

(please see p5 for
further detail)

Key negative criteria

Alcohol, Armaments, Fossil
Fuels, Gambling, Nuclear &
Tobacco

Alcohol, Armaments, Fossil
Fuels, Gambling, Nuclear &
Tobacco

Launch year

2010

2022

*T
 he Climate Assets Funds comparator benchmarks are the respective Investment Association peer groups. These peer
groups have been selected as comparators because they are broadly aligned with the Funds' equity exposures and
geographic focuses, as defined in the Funds' investment policy.
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Sustainable Investment team
Your Climate Assets team
Claudia Quiroz | Head of Sustainable Investment
– Lead Fund Manager since the launch in 2010
– More than 20 years’ experience in sustainable,
ethical and responsible investment

Caroline Langley | Deputy Fund Manager
– Co-creator of the Funds’ philosophy with
over 17 years’ investment experience
– MSc in Environmental Technology specialising
in Global Environmental Change and Policy
Harry Gibbon | Investment Manager
– Researches stock ideas and investment themes
with a focus on sustainability
– Assists with the management of the Funds’ strategy

Toby Rowe | Sustainable Investment Specialist
– Chartered accountant with 8 years Internal
Audit experience
– Responsible for reporting on themes, UN SDGs
and climate data

The wider team includes:
Drew Beckley | Investment Executive
– Assists with the administration of the Funds’ strategy
– Currently studying for the Investment Advice Diploma

Will Quilter | Investment Administrator
– Joined Quilter Cheviot in 2021
– Supports the team with the administration
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Investing with us
Keeping you fully informed

Investing made easy

– We host a quarterly update
webinar

The Funds have both income and
accumulation units available.

– You can receive a monthly
Climate Assets Funds
e-newsletter

There are several ways you
can invest:

– Via a third-party platform
– You can find further insights,
– Directly with Quilter Cheviot
information on the costs and
– The Fund managers can
charges as well as the key
manage larger mandates
investor information
documents
OUR MPS AND MPS INDEX (IDX) STRATEGIES ARE AVAILABLE VIA THE FOLLOWING PLATFORM PARTNERS:
on a bespoke basis
(KIIDs) by visiting:
www.quiltercheviot.com/
climate-assets

OUR MPS AND MPS INDEX (IDX) STRATEGIES ARE AVAILABLE VIA THE FOLLOWING PLATFORM PARTNERS:
INVESTMENT PARTNERS
INVESTMENT PARTNERS

OUR MPS AND MPS INDEX (IDX) STRATEGIES ARE AVAILABLE VIA THE FOLLOWING PLATFORM PARTNERS:
INVESTMENT PARTNERS

OUR
ARE
AVAILABLE
VIA
THE
FOLLOWING
PLATFORM
PARTNERS:
OURMPS
MPSAND
ANDMPS
MPSINDEX
INDEX(IDX)
(IDX)STRATEGIES
STRATEGIES
ARE
AVAILABLE
VIA
THE
FOLLOWING
PLATFORM
PARTNERS:

OUR MPS AND MPS INDEX (IDX) STRATEGIES ARE AVAILABLE VIA THE FOLLOWING PLATFORM PARTNERS:
OUR
ARE
AVAILABLE
VIA
THE
FOLLOWING
PLATFORM
PARTNERS:
OURMPS
MPSAND
ANDMPS
MPSINDEX
INDEX(IDX)
(IDX)STRATEGIES
STRATEGIES
ARE
AVAILABLE
VIA
THE
FOLLOWING
PLATFORM
PARTNERS:

01
1
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Speak to our team today
Our expert team are here to help you, so contact us today to find out how we can support
you and your clients.

+44 (0)20 7150 4000

climateassetsfund@quiltercheviot.com

quiltercheviot.com/climate-assets

Our offices
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW

BELFAST

LEEDS
DUBLIN

LIVERPOOL

BIRMINGHAM

MANCHESTER

LEICESTER

LONDON

BRISTOL
SALISBURY

JERSEY

The value of investments, and the
income from them, can go down
as well as up and past performance
is no guarantee of future returns.
Investors may not receive back
the amount originally invested.
Investments and investment
services referred to may not
be suitable for all recipients.
This document is a financial promotion.
Quilter Cheviot and Quilter Cheviot Investment
Management are trading names of Quilter
Cheviot Limited. Quilter Cheviot Limited is
registered in England with number 01923571,
registered office at Senator House, 85 Queen
Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4AB. Quilter
Cheviot Limited is a member of the London
Stock Exchange and authorised and regulated
by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. Quilter
Cheviot Limited is regulated by the Jersey
Financial Services Commission in Jersey and by
the Guernsey Financial Services Commission in
the Bailiwick of Guernsey. Accordingly, in some
respects the regulatory system that applies will
be different from that of the United Kingdom.
quiltercheviot.com
The Climate Assets Balanced Fund and
Climate Assets Growth Fund are sub-funds
of The Sun Portfolio Fund (FCA Registered
Fund Number 504474). Please refer to
the Prospectus & Key Investor Information
documents for further details, available free
of charge from the authorised corporate
director Thesis Unit Trust Management Limited
(Authorised and Regulated by the FCA,
186882), Exchange Building, St John’s Street,
Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 1UP.
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